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X-ray diffraction data on a ferroelectric and ferroelastic monodomain single crystal of BiFeO3 at 294 K are reported. Bismuth iron oxide, M~ = 312.83, R3c, A(Mo Ka) = 0.7107 A, ahex = 5-57874 (16), Chex = 13"8688 (3)/~, Vhe x = 373"802 (17)/~3, arh = 5"6343 A, O~rh = 59"348 °, Vrh 124"601 A 3, Z = 6, Dx = 8.337 Mg m -3, /~ 75"97 mm -1, F(000)= 798, R = 2.4, wR = 1-9% for 422 independent reflections. The structure can be described as a rhombohedrally distorted simple cubic perovskite cell. The oxygen octahedron is distorted with minimum and maximum O---O distances of 2.710 (7) and 3.015 (9) A, respectively, and rotated by about _+ c~ = 13-8 (3) ° around the threefold axis. The iron atom is shifted away from the centre of the deformed oxygen octahedron by about 0.134 (7)A along the threefold axis. The bismuth atom is shifted with respect to two neighbouring octahedron centres by about 0.540 (7)/~ along the threefold axis. Bi--Fe distances are 3.0617 (ll) and 3.8726 (11) A. The oxygen atom is displaced by 0.2877 (6) 
Introduction
Since the first synthesis of the perovskite BiFeO3 (Royen & Swars, 1957) , numerous studies have been devoted to this compound -nearly exclusively on ceramics -which were to a great extent motivated by its potential magnetoelectric properties. However, for many years the physical and structural properties of BiFeO3 remained the subject of controversy between different laboratories: ferroelectric or antiferroelectric? Weakly ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic? About eight structural transitions (Krainik, Khuchua, Zhdanova & Evseev, 1982) and two magnetic transitions (Polomska, Kaczmarek & Pajak, 1974) have been reported. The controversies have been reviewed and critically analyzed with respect to physical and structural properties (Skinner, 1970; Fischer, Polomska, Sosnowska & Szymafiski, 1980; Sosnowska, Peterlin-Neumaier & Steichele, 1982) . The ferroelectric character of BiFeO3 was claimed on the basis of a hysteresis cycle measured at 80 K (Teague, Gerson & James, 1970) , consistent with the rhombohedral polar space group R3c established in the course of structure determinations by singlecrystal X-ray methods (Michel, Moreau, Achenbach, Gerson & James, 1969) and by neutron diffraction on a ceramic (Moreau, Michel, Gerson & James, 1971) . Later the ferroelectric character of BiFeO3 at room temperature was once more questioned (Ismailzade, Ismailov, Alekberov & Salaev, 1981) , but chemical etching experiments on ferroelastic single domains (Tabares-Mufioz, Rivera, Bezinge, Monnier & Schmid, 1985) definitively proved the polar character of BiFeO3 and allowed the hypothesis of antiferroelectricity to be discarded. Using polarized light microscopy it has been established (TabaresMufioz et al., 1985) that the ferroelectric/ferroelastic phase is stable from at least 4 to -1110 K, where it transforms to another ferroelastic phase. Below the Nrel temperature of about TN = 670 K it is a compensated antiferromagnet (Fischer et al., 1980 ) with a cycloidal spin structure, incommensurate with the lattice (Sosnowska et al., 1982) .
With a view to gaining a better understanding of the unusual ferroelectric switching properties (no 180 ° switching is observed; Tabares-Mufioz et al., 1985) , the magnetoelectric effect and the cycloidal spin structure, more accurate X-ray and neutron diffraction structural data are necessary. The present study describes the structure determination of a single crystal representing both a ferroelastic and ferroelectric single domain state. In the previous single-crystal work (Michel et al., 1969) no attempt was made to verify the ferroelectric and ferroelastic single domain state.
Experimental
Ferroelectric/ferroelastic single domain crystals of BiFeO3 in the form of small brownish transparent plates with pseudocubic (100) faces were grown below the ferroelectric phase transition temperature Tt = 1110 K using a Fe203/BiaO3/B203 (1:4:1 mole ratio) flux. They can be isolated mechanically from the crushed sample or by dissolving the flux in dilute nitric acid. The crystals were selected under a polarizing microscope. Owing to their extinction at 45 ° to the pseudocubic [100] directions, they can easily be distinguished from crystals of the parasitic phase, Bi2Fe409 (=3%), which has parallel extinction. Precession photographs of crystals of BiFeO3 confirmed the superstructure found in this compound (Moreau et al., 1971 ). An optically homogeneous ferroelastic single domain crystal was mounted on a CAD-4 diffractometer for the X-ray measurements. Cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of 25 measured diffraction angles in the region 32.9>0>41.4 ° , ahex= 5"57874 (16), Chex = 13"8688 (3) /~. Intensities of 2444 reflections (2430 > 3tr) including Friedel pairs were collected. Three standard reflections (see Table 1) were measured every hour; the variation was 5%. Intensities were corrected for this variation. Absorption effects were corrected by a Gaussian absorption correction with description of the crystal faces; the maximum and minimum transmission factors were 316-3 and 10.2, respectively. The refinement was performed with 16 variables (one scale factor, one extinction factor, four positional and ten thermal factors) using the XTAL program system (Hall & Stewart, 1987) by minimizing Yw, with wt = 1/or2(Fr)i • In the refinement 422 reflections including 18 superstructure reflections with 1 = 2n + 1 were used, 11 reflections presumably suffering from extinction were excluded. The starting parameters were taken from Moreau et al. (1971) . The results of the refinement are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 .* Interatomic distances and angles are summarized in Table 3 . Atomic scattering factors were taken from Vhex (ilk 3) 373-802 (17) arh ( (7) Bi---O g 2.271 (5) 3-015 (9) h 2-510 (7) 2.825 (9) i 3-449 (5) 2"866 (7) j 3-231 (7) 1.958 (6)
Bi--Fe (label g), 2.510 (7) (label h), 3.449 (5) (label /) and 3.231 (7)A (label j) in direction of a 'pseudothreefold' axis ['3p j, between two linked perovskite units (1 and 3) in Fig. 3 ]. The ferroelectricity can be explained by two different Bi--Fe distances along the threefold axis, 3.0617 (11) (label k) and 3.8726 (11) A (bond label/). Other Bi--Fe distances are 3.3071 (3) (label m) and 3.5793 (5) A (label n in Fig. 2) .
The antiferromagnetic superexchange occurs along the iron-oxygen chains even if the Fc O angles are not exactly 180 °. In BiFeO3 they are found to be 2, 165"04 (21) (angle fl) and 154-1 (4) ° (angle 7). The dihedral angle O--Fc O---Fe is 127.8 (9) ° (angle 8) and Fc O--Fc O is 121.6 (9) ° (angle e).
Preliminary experiments with a view to ferroelectric/non-ferroelastic poling along the [lll] rhomb direction were made on a polished thin section of a BiFeO3 crystal, composed predominantly of a ferroelectric single domain with the optical axis (liPs) perpendicular to the section. By control in polarized light the application of an electric field along the polar axis of this optically and ferroelastically homogeneous, but ferroelectrically unpoled domain was found to lead to important unpoling by reorientation of the polar (i.e. optical) axis to the three remaining equivalent pseudocubic [111] directions, rather than to ferroelectric saturation by means of 180 ° switching of Ps (Tabares-Mufioz et al., 1985) . This suggests that the 180 ° reversal of Ps is energetically less favourable than ferroelastic and ferroelectric reorientation into equivalent directions. In fact a 180 ° switching would require the iron atom to move by 0.82 A. along the threefold axis (180 ° switching) but six (two times three) equivalent positions on a 'pseudo-threefold' axis are available for the iron by shifting only by 0-44/~ (60 ° switching) or by 0.62/~ (120 ° switching). For these displacements the iron atom has to move away from the threefold axis in a direction forming an angle of s r --129.9 ° (60 ° switching) or s r' = 147-3 ° (120 ° switching) with
"" Table 4 ). If the oxygen in perovskite unit 1 is displaced to the +a rotated octahedron, the oxygen in the linked unit 3 should move to the -a rotated octahedron to -"'11° ",,¢" 
